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Technical Report Publishing
(the old way)

Moving to Digital JTRP Reports
• Looking at the library’s collection today
• Looking Backward: Building a Retrospective
Archive of JTRP Reports
• Looking Forward: Establishing Publishing
Procedures for New Reports

http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/jtrp/

Uploading Reports

Purdue e-Pubs: Content Management
and Digital Publishing

JTRP Report Usage
• Download statistics are COUNTER compliant
(publishing industry standard)
• 360 reports in the current collection
• Nearly 160,000 downloads since October 2006
(7.9% of all downloads)
• Top document downloaded over 7,900 times
• Median of 290 downloads per report
• 30 reports with over 1,000 downloads
• Over 100 with over 500 downloads

Google Analytics -> Global Access

National Reach

Access in
Indiana

Google Analytics / Traffic Sources

Looking Backward

Why Digitize?
• Enhance access to important resources

– Accessible wherever there is a web browser and
internet connection
– Integrated into research collections and search
engines (e.g., Google Scholar)

• Preservation of at-risk materials

– Create digital surrogates for materials
– Reduce handling and wear & tear on print

Steps Toward Digital Collections

Metadata and
Indexing

Scanning

Dissemination

Metadata and Indexing
• Descriptive information about each
individual report

– Author(s), Title, Report Number, Data of
Publication, Keywords, etc.

• Enhances findability of reports
• DOIs
• Name Authority

DOIs
• DOI = Digital Object Identifier
• Publishing industry standard for creating
unique, persistent identifiers for content
• Used for:
– Citation doi:10.3141/1634-17
– Persistent link
(http://dx.doi.org/10.3141/1634-17)
– Dynamically linking content

Name Authority
• Practice of using consistent forms of names
in indexing
• Allows for consistent retrieval of all works
by an author
• For example:
– John Smith, John M. Smith, J. Smith, JM Smith
– Selecting one form and consistently using it
enables consistent retrieval

Metadata and Indexing Steps
Verify and update
existing database

Export for Loading

Subject Analysis
(After the fact)

• Migrating existing metadata, filling in gaps
• Assign DOIs
• Name authorities clean-up for authors

• Purdue e-Pubs
• External Research Databases
(HathiTrust, Internet Archive, Google Books, etc.)
• Map JTRP Classification Scheme to DC-based metadata

Scanning
• Scanned to archival standards, following best
practices for long-term preservation
– High resolution TIFF master
(Preservation, Print-on-Demand)
– Converted to PDF for dissemination

• All scans go through OCR to generate full-text
transcript and enable full-text search
• Issues:
–
–
–
–

Paper Quality
Print Quality
Photographic Inserts
Oversized Inserts (e.g., maps)

Scanning and Loading
Scan
Reports
PostProcessing

Loading

• Scan, at minimum, print-only reports
• Save master copies to distributed dark storage, gold DVDs for preservation
• Generate access PDFs
• OCR
• Batch loading into Purdue e-Pubs

Dissemination
• JTRP Reports would be available to the public

– As a browsable and searchable collection in Purdue
e-Pubs
– Through Google Scholar

• They could also be made available

– Transparently through through the JTRP website, or
other websites
– In other research databases (e.g., Internet Archive,
HathiTrust)
– As print-on-demand through Amazon

Looking Forward

Publishing Workflow
Submission

Review

Production

• Author submits draft final manuscript online, signing a license agreement and entering
metadata about the manuscript

• The manuscript goes through a review process, monitored by the JTRP Production Editor
• The author gets feedback, makes corrections, and resubmits the final manuscript
• The Production Editor does quality assurance of image and text
• The Production Editor writes an abstract (“Amazon blurb”) in less technical language
• The Production Editor packages manuscript for final publication – online and in other
formats

Submission

Review

Production
• The Production Editor is a member of Purdue University
Press – a publishing professional
• No copyediting or design needed, but quality assurance
• Translating technical language into a more readable
abstract
• Allocating identifiers – not only DOIs but also ISBNs
• Submitting to Abstracting and Indexing services (including
TRB Publications Index)
• Producing publicity materials and e-mail alerts
• Making reports available in the formats users want

Free Availability Online

Example of potential extra
functionality

“For Fee” Availability in Print

Print-on-Demand for users who still want hard copies

What we can deliver
• Efficiency: Comprehensive and persistent access to
past reports and a platform for creating and
delivering new reports
– Scanning and Indexing older reports
– Implementing publishing workflows in Purdue e-Pubs
for new reports

• Impact: Increased, measurable exposure for JTRP
reports by
– Providing exposure in venues ranging from Google
Scholar to Amazon.com
– Integrating with publishing industry infrastructure
through the use of ISBNs and DOIs
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